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Tainted VictoryCaptain Nolan destroyed the Void Wraith factory and the fleet guarding it, but every

victory comes with a price. The destruction of the Helios Gate in the Ghantan system stranded

Nolan and his crew months from the closest Gate. Dryker and Khar have been imprisoned by the

Primo, forced to remain idle.With both Nolan and Dryker absent from the galactic stage the Void

Wraithâ€™s agents have grown bolder. They trigger a war between humanity and the Tigris, one

that will devastate both races. Worse, the Void Wraithâ€™s master has arrived in the Milky Way,

and it hungers.Dryker must rally the Primo, Tigris, and Humanityâ€¦or all three races face

eradication.
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Even if you just finished book one in this trilogy and think you don't need to read the recap of the

first part, please read it anyway. It is very funny and gives you some extra information about the

author and the characters in the trilogy.Now about part two of the trilogy. Nolan destroyed the Void

Wraith factory and the bomb, but he has a long travel to get back to the next sun, to a helios gate.

He uses this this to get in shape and to get some battle experience training with the Mighty Fizgig.



When he finally is back he discovers that Humanity and the Tigris are at war, so he faces the task to

end this war and unite Humanity, the Tigris and the Primo so that they can fight the Void Wealth

together. It shouldn't be a surprise that he succeeds at that, but since this is a trilogy, it shouldn't be

a surprise that there are still enough problems ahead for the conclusion either.I really liked this book

and this series. It is full of action, it is funny and it has cats in it! Since I really like cats, that alone

makes it a winner. But even if you're not into cats as much as I am this should be a fun read. Highly

recommended.

I really enjoyed this book and look forward to the next one in the series. There are surprises, great

plot twists, a coalition of humans and aliens battling against other humans and aliens, and a truly

evil Nemesis that has been lurking in the background.Chris Fox has delivered story where there are

heroes from both Human and other races, including surprise heroes that are unexpected.I have

read a lot of sci-fi, and much of it seems to follow the same general "space opera plot line".

Although Void Wraith does include some of that, it also has some fairly unique elements that make

this story very hard to put down. I had gotten away from reading much sci-fi recently and Void

Wraith got me so interested that it was hard to put down.

I am a huge fan of space opera, always have and always will be. The Honorverse is a great ongoing

story and I love it even though it goes a little overboard into minute details that are there to pack

space in a book, or so it seems, at times.In this trilogy, I see the possibilities of another space opera

universe and Chris's writing style is exciting and does not go into microscopic detail on every little

point. I love to see everything in a novel have a place that interacts and reacts to everything else in

the novel. Information in general is great but not to the expense of the story. Chris is writing his

books from a narrow perspective and at this he is excelling. Story line, action, adventure are all very

credible and believable, which makes the story just that much better.I want to see Chris push his

boundaries. I think he has the potential to write stories every bit as complex and all encompassing

as The Honor Harrington series which to me is a benchmark of quality. His stories rival anything that

is being written in the Star Trek and Star Wars universe today. The first Timothy Zahn trilogy comes

to mind and now he writes some of the best of the Star Wars universe. I see no reason why Chris

cannot exceed this.Create this universe, your readers will help, I will help. Lets take your stories to

the next level and create a whole new universe for Space Opera to rein supreme!

This is the second in the series and now on to the next one full blast. Good plot with character



development and lots of alien twists and turns to keep the reader constantly thinking ahead to all

possibilities .

Not disappointed that I started this series. The last time on review in the beginning alone made this

worth it. Love the character development and that they aren't immortal heroes who never get hurt.

Keep it up Mr. Fox!

There may not be anything new under the sun, but if so the author is at least finding novel ways of

combining elements into a fine and enjoyable story. Excellent character development, interesting

situations, events, and people. Waiting for the next installment is torture!

I have never been a big fan of ship battles as the action is not the same and being a ground

pounder. In this case they do a great job in building the characters and the plot line. Was a great

read and made wanting more. Looking forward to the next chapter.

The story switches from one scene to another, which is OK but sometimes if you are not totally

focused in to what you have just read, or you fail to remember who it is the author is writing about

you forget who and what and how. That gets frustrating at times. Certain events are fuzzy and not

well defined. The plot is good and gets developed, after time. The book was a good book and I look

forward to future books of this series to be continued.
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